Mini Workshop
10 Year Achievement of Cambodia and 7 Years Achievement of Kenya
Sharing
Outcomes of the workshop
Achievements

- Local Level structure developed
- Improved Incomes
- More attention to empower women
- Public recognition of farmer innovators
- Contribution and sharing of resources amongst CP partners (Cambodia)
- Spread of innovation(s)
- Acceptance of farmer-led innovation
- Formation of farmer innovation association
- Good reputation of partner organization of CP
- Bottom up approach has been promoted
- Local innovators have become resource persons for other organizations
- Institutionalization of PID underway
Challenges

• Maintaining the spirit of PROLINNOVA under Registration PK as a legal entity
• Strength of CP members not capitalized (Kenya)
• Documentation in English difficult for international dissemination (Cambodia)
• In some cases, lack of enabling policy environment
• Deep institutionalization still a challenge